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Everything a good Traveller needs to explore the galaxy - and much more! With a multitude of
tools, kits, clothing, weaponry and other equipment on sale, the Central Supply Catalogue
contains all you will ever need, wherever you go. From humble ropes to advanced cybernetic
implants, this book is an essential companion for all players.

"Fantasy romance at its finest! This book has it all: A heroine full of spunk and spark, a hero full
of mystery and masculinity, and an epic story full of intrigue and action. You will fall in love with
these delicious characters. This book is utterly breathtaking!" - Darynda Jones, New York Times
bestselling author of the Charley Davidson series"OH MY GOSH. I haven't been so blown away
in a while... Take a chance on A Promise of Fire. I swear, you'll thank me later, gushing and
singing your own praises about this amazing new series. Well done, Ms. Bouchet. Well done." -
Romance Junkies"Debut author Bouchet tells a swashbuckling tale through Cat's irreverent,
diffident, yet still somehow buoyant first-person point of view; this is an exquisite high-fantasy
romance with masterful worldbuilding based on Greek mythology. An exciting fantasy/romance
debut: action-packed, emotionally charged, and skillfully plotted." - Kirkus Reviews"Give this to
your Game of Thrones fans. They will love the political plays, the dragons, and the adventure.
Bouchet is a debut author to watch." - Booklist STARRED Review"An epic, sweeping novel of
romance, magic, mythology and war, A Promise of Fire was simply awesome!" - The Romance
Reviews, 5 Stars Top Pick"A Promise of Fire is one of the best books I've read in years... This is
something quite new in a pile of the same old same old. So if you want to be transported into a
fantasy kingdom, don't miss out on this story. Reviewer Top Pick!" - Night Owl Reviews"Every
summer should have one hotly anticipated read and for romance fantasy fans this year that read
should be A Promise of Fire by Amanda Bouchet. A perfect blend of adventure and love story
with a fantastic hero and heroine at its center, this is a not to be missed story of gods and
goddesses, magic, prophecies and the power of true love." - Heroes & Heartbreakers"If you're
looking for a magical book with heart, romance, adventure, and characters who stay with you
long after the book ends, try A Promise of Fire. You won't be disappointed! The Kingmaker
Chronicles is sure to be a huge hit and well-worth the praise-worthy buzz it's already getting far
and wide. Amanda Bouchet has made me a desperate fan. 5 Stars, Recommended Read." -
Romance Junkies"High fantasy is a rare find in romance - complex world-building and political
machinations can get in the way of a central, essential love story - but Bouchet skillfully melds
the genres while crafting a sexy, emotional romance. Griffin and Cat are beautifully matched -
together, her magic and his might make for a sparkling read. A Best Romance of the Month." -
The Washington PostAbout the AuthorAmanda Bouchet is a USA Today bestselling author of
Fantasy Romance and Sci-fi Romance. She was a Goodreads Choice Awards top 10 finalist for



Best Debut in 2016. For more about Amanda’s books with equal parts adventure and kissing,
connect with her at www.amandabouchet.com.
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J. Hines, “Perfectly balanced, Extensively Expansive. If you run traveler (mongoose traveler 1e
specifically) you want this.More gear options, additional stuff for characters to play with as
options in general, expanded legality stuff about objects, and lifestyle costs per month on the
ground are built into this treasure trove and ready to use.It's all well written and designed. Not a
single bad rule. Get this.”

skragly, “Central Supply Catalog. Very nice expansion upon equipment and weapons. It includes
illustrations and rules for modification of existing devices or you can attempt to develope your
own.”

Nobody, “Five Stars. has everything you ever wanted and more”

Jim, “review. Review”

David Moreland, “Five Stars. Great addition to the traveller line”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 10 people have provided feedback.
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